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EDITORS’ DISCLAIMER
RACHEL F-R AND VIC HAWORTH

Welcome to the new, revamped , inaugural edition of Keswick AC’s ‘The
Pacemaker’.
The idea of resurrecting ‘The Pacemaker’ occurred, as much as out plotting does, mid yomp across some
fell(s), at some point, over the summer. Having seen Helm Hill’s latest publication alongside stumbling
across Dave Woodhead’s ‘Up and Down Fell’ magazine it seemed like a good idea. The reality quickly hit of
forgetting to pester people, design and layout incompetency and that Pacemaker meetings often dissolved into general drinking and chatting rubbish in The Square Orange. However, thanks to those who
contributed and Sped’s generosity in loaning us the ’complete works’, we have managed to cobble together the first attempt at The Pacemaker. A mix of reports, stories , anecdotes and attempts at humour,
we hope this will be the first of many editions to come.
Yes, the layout resembles a Year 7 student being unleashed on WordArt and Clipart for the first time. Yes,
there is room for more ‘stuff’. Yes, we don’t know if you’ll like it. So, we need your help. Articles, anecodtes, sharing ‘those’ stories, celebrating your achievements whether that be road, fell or simply getting
out there. Let us know what YOU want. Or, even better, write it down and send it through!
Fingers crossed we can get out act together for a Summer edition...

INSIDE...
•

What was Dan Haworth doing in
Thailand?

•

Captains’ Round up

•

Wolves spotted in Italy

•

Meet the juniors

•

Fell running’s hottest couple do Mr
& Mr

•

Rumour has it…

•

Club Champs

•

Dates for the diary

•

Tearoom round up

•

Carl Bell’s nutritional strategies revealed
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CHAIRPERSON’S CORNER
LESLEY MALARKEY
Hi Everyone,
I am writing this on New Year’s Day so I’d like
to take the opportunity to wish you all a happy
and healthy 2019. I am resting gently this
evening having done the ‘cycle to Whinlatter,
park run, cycle to Keswick, park run’ challenge. Congratulations to all who did it. Particular congratulations to Ella who ran between
the park runs and to those members who cycled to both and back from Cockermouth! Wherever you were today, I hope you
got out in the beautiful weather and got 2019
off to a positive start.

ture additions to entertain and inspire the rest
of us.

This is my fifth and final year as Chair of KAC
and it has been a thoroughly enjoyable time for
me. I have loved the running, the company,
the crack and even the training. One of you
needs to take this fabulous job on next year, so
But, to the point of the article! Thanks so much please give it some thought!
to Rach and Vic for reviving the Pacemaker. When I first arrived here, its publication, on Here is hoping for another great year of runpaper of course, was quite a high spot and the ning for all of us be it on the fells, road and/or
move to online was a loss to some and never cross country.
quite the same. However, on line is much
more practical and environmentally friendly Happy running to all of you,
and is a great improvement on the current situation! I do hope you will all feel free to offer Lesley
articles and experiences to be included in fu-

BREAKING NEWS!
Congratulations to Carl Bell and Katie Kaars Sijpesteijn who have been selected to represent Great Britain at the 2019 World Trail Running Championships in Portugal on 8th June.

Northern Cross Country Success—4th team, just out of reach of the medals, behind Sale
Harriers, Leeds City and Liverpool Harriers! This is a seriously good result against some
top distance running clubs and the best team performance at these championships by a
Keswick team for many years—Well done!
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CAPTAIN’S CHRONICLES
JENN MATTINSON
Lots to look forward to in the ladies corner…

2019 is going to be epic! We’ve got all sorts going on…
• Lindsay Walker is heading up the ladies road section and she’s already got 2 teams for the
Northern road relays sorted in March, and is planning lots of social races out so watch this space!
• On the fells, we hope to get teams out for the English champs and there’s quite a lot of excitement building around the Lakeland Classics…this may just be the year when Keswick AC get a ladies team out to Ennerdale so they can win the team prize! This has been Rachel Findlay-Robinson
and Vic Haworth’s life-long ambition.
• We also have two big team challenges for this year:

Top secret big day out...
Contact Julie to register your interest: jecarter@doctors.org.uk
The idea is that we get as many ladies as possible from the membership involved. The first aim is that as
many of the membership as possible are involved in the event, even those who can no longer run but can
still walk.
‘10 in 10’ Keswick AC Ladies Challenge (Lyn Thompson):
Contact Lyn to register your interest, if not even ladies can be found, it could turn into a mixed team
event: barfside@outlook.com
As some of you may know, Lyn brought up a proposal at the AGM that the Ladies should have a go at a
relay event, the 10 in 10 x 10, with two ladies to each round, i.e. a minimum of 20 ladies, with the aim of
completing the whole relay in under 24 hours. Two pairs of runners, i.e. 4, would set off at the allocated
start time, with the first pair to finish to hand over to the slower pair waiting, and the second pair to hand
over to the faster pair. This would mean that the event should finish within the 24 hours, it would give
more interest to all participants, any spectators/helpers, and the people manning the check point at
Buttermere.
Keep your eyes peeled for fun, adventure, running, racing and plenty of opportunities to eat cake!
Your Ladies Captain,
Jenn
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2018 a (very) brief review

What a year we had in 2018! The men’s team
showed such determination and commitment
across both fell, road and cross country all season
long, and were rewarded with success! There have
been so many amazing things that so many Club
members are going out and achieving -scoring their
first point in a Fell Champs race perhaps, some maybe doing their first 10K, some even just turning up
to their first Club training session -I want to take this
opportunity to acknowledge the contribution of
every member in making the Club what it is! The
very brief headlines for 2018 I suppose would have
to include winning both the English and British Fell
Running Championships for the second successive
year, a good showing at both the spring and autumn
road relays and what seems will be another team
series-win in the Cumbria XC Series (crowned by
team gold at the Cumbria XC Championships this
month!).

March. Later the same month -on the 24th Marchthe Northern 12 Stage Road Relays take place. The
2019 British Fell Running Championships get underway in April with a trip to Northern Ireland. This will
be very sociable as usual with a club funded minibus
on the ferry on Friday and travelling back on Sunday
night -all are welcome to come as usual, look out for
pre-entry details.
After Keswick set a ‘Billy Bland Challenge’ record
for a team relay of the Bob Graham Round route in
2017, Helm Hill have lowered the mark last year, so
expect another Keswick AC relay around the route
in June -probably a big social affair for all who wish
to get involved with multiple teams on the same
day!
The summer will no doubt pass by in the blink of an
eye and the autumn relay season will come around
fast, kicking off with the Northern 6 Stage Road Relays in September, Hodgson Brothers Mountain Relay and British Fell Relays in October.

Look out for some other race-trips, away days and
Turnout at Club training has been good through the social events that will be happening, and get inwinter with a good gang pushing each other, in the volved…it’s your Club!
tough sessions that Dave has been setting us. Last
year was a year of memorable days out (for different reasons -who will be able to forget the clag fest
of Northern Ireland, the only British Champs race
that the men’s team didn’t win!), some incredible
athletic performances (Carl Bell’s new course record
at the Buttermere Horseshoe that saw him finish 10
minutes clear of the chasing field, on his way to becoming English Fell Running Champion 2018), and
STEVE
some moments of sportsmanship that make us all
feel proud to wear the yellow and green vest.
HEBBLETHWAITE

CAPTAIN’S

CHRONICLES

So in 2019…

The first serious competitive engagement of the
year will be the Northern XC Champs on 26th January. The 2019 English Fell Running Championships
get underway at Stretton Hills on Sunday 17th
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MEET THE JUNIORS
Name: Ethan J Grimshaw
Age: Nine.
Time with KAC Juniors: Just less than two years.
Who is your favourite running partner (human
or animal) and why?
I like running with Harry Wilson, as he is the only Who is
other KAC junior member in my class and his
your
jokes make me laugh.
sporting hero?
What is your favourite race and why?
Mo Farah
The KAC Theatre-by-the-Lake woods race, because it is dark and muddy. I like all races, but
this is the best!
What is your favourite training session and
why?
I like the sessions on the railway because it is
nice and flat! Running around Fitz Park is good
fun, too – I like running up the hills but not so
much running down them, as I always fall over!

What is your favourite part of the body to
stretch after a hard run?
My legs, as they are usually the most sore!
What has been your maximum cake intake in
the space of 24 hours?
Six donuts!
If you designed a fell race, where would it
begin and which mountain/s would it climb?

What is your favourite post-run snack or dinner?

It would start by the Calvert Trust in Keswick
and go up and down Latrigg.

A ham wrap.

Rate yourself out of ten.

What has been your proudest running moment Eleven!
so far?
What is your most annoying habit?
Coming first in my age group at the primary
Making strange noises for no reason…
school cross country race in Fitz Park.
What is your favourite running discipline – fell,
What is your motivation for running?
cross country, road or track?
It makes me feel happy!
Cross country
Do you have any other interests?
Is there anything else you’d like to tell us about
Rugby, archery and cycling.
yourself?
Do you have any pets or siblings?
I have asthma, so running and keeping fit helps
me keep a clear chest. I am Lego mad – I have
I have twin sisters, Sadie and Iris, and get on
six boxes of Lego, kept together in a suitcase
very well with them.
which looks like the one from Fantastic Beasts.
What would you like to be when you are older
Keswick AC Juniors train every Wednesday in
and why?
term time at 5.30pm, and will always welcome
I would like to be a Lego maker and a fell runnew members. Junior co-ordinator, John, can
ner.
be contacted johnbattrick@hotmail.com
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RUMOUR HAS IT….
•

Despite only recently admitting that he is a V40, Phil
Winskill is actually in his 60s

•

The random orienteering kite in Fitz Park is a trap set up
by the Keswick AC men to snare unsuspecting orienteers

•

Simon Netherway has returned a pair of tights as he thought they were a bit much

•

Steve Harwood has never in his life uttered the words “Sorry, I don’t have time to do
that for the club”
Mark Lamb checks under his bed for
Slieve Commedagh every night
•

•

Superman wears Carl Bell pyjamas

Dan Haworth has been lost on leg 2
of the Hodgson’s for the last 2 months —
Thailand is a cover story
•

Steve Heb isn’t actually injured, he’s
just switched his focus to Tony Hawk ProSkater
•

A kind person found Carl’s Nutrition
diary and turned it in to the club
•

Since Kielder Marathon, Russel
Maddams hasn’t stopped moving at per•

fectly even split times
•

At any given moment in time, Lindsay Walker is running a 7 minute mile

•

The ladies Open team needs to watch their backs as the V40s are gunning for them!

•

Mark Lamb can grate cheese using only his stomach
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GET TO KNOW YOUR CLUBMATES
#1: EMILY CHRISTMAS
Last year, Emily ran the London Marathon and was
part of the cross-channel swimming relay with the
Cumbrian Channel Crossers. She is also mum to
Alice (5), Toby (2) and Winston (the chocolate
Labrador), wife to our favourite postman, (James),
and still has enough energy to be constantly
smiling! So, first things first:
How do you fit it all in?!
Fitting exercise and training into a busy life is a must
for me; I do love time with the family and love my
job but time to run and swim also has to get a lookin. I always try to plan ahead, think about the
training I want to do that week and make sure I plan
times to run and get them scheduled in. My
husband also likes to run, so we are often battling
for time slots! If it fits, then heading out with the
club is a great way to keep on track with training,
especially with speed work. However, I don’t get to
as many sessions as I would like - I have to run at
weird times due to family life! I do love to run with
others, so if I can’t make the club sessions I try to
meet up with friends—it motivates me, can quicken
my pace and gives me time for a catch-up (which,
depending on how fast your friends run, can be a
task in itself!)
Give us some insights into your training:

marathons this year and try for a better time. I love
running as it doesn’t really matter if you win races–
you can just race against yourself and try to
improve your times! A lot of people get focused on
beating others, which is great and makes for a really
good race, but that isn’t for me—I just like to build
on my own speed and see how that goes.
With my swim training, I am less bothered about
time—for me it is really about the experience, being
in the water and enjoying that feeling. I have found
swimming in the cold the most amazing experience,
really freeing, which is why I’m trying to gradually
increase my time in cold water—it’s really
exhilarating!
What were the best and worse things about
swimming the English Channel?
The Channel swim was one of the most remarkable
experiences I have had in my life. The best thing
was the team I swam with—being part of that team,
working together and supporting each other was
hands-down the best part of the channel swim. The
training, the preparation, the laughs, the amazing
support we had from everyone, and, of course,
swimming in the middle of that sea, it was an
amazing achievement! The worst part was… well,
nothing! It was such a challenge and well worth it.
There were difficulties, like the jellyfish (poor Dave
Kearns got the most stings, but he handled them
well!), swimming with no/little sleep, salt water, sea
-sickness for some…. So the worst thing was when it
was over as we all had such a great time!

At the moment I am trying to aim for around 30
miles a week running, and one swim at least every
other week—minus wetsuit as I am trying to build
up my cold water experience! I try to do one long
run, a second longish run that includes tempo work
and longer efforts at speed; I also try to do a
shorter, faster efforts session and then a couple of Tell us something about yourself that might
other runs in the week. I’m trying to decide whether surprise us.
to train for another marathon or to stick to half
Something that may surprise… some people may
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in Cambridgeshire, but me and Deb (my twin) were
actually born abroad in Jordan! We lived there for
the first 4 years of our lives, and have visited the
lovely country as adults.

If you didn’t run/swim, what would you do with
the extra time?

If I didn’t run or swim I think I would go mad!
Hehe :) I did leave it out of me routine in the latter
Who/what is your biggest sporting influence?
stages of both my pregnancies when I resembled a
In terms of people who inspire me in sport, it has to large ball, and I found that I filled my time with
be those that compete or continue to run/cycle/ tidying and climbing—terrible habit!
walk despite adversity. I recently listened to the What’s your favourite thing about Keswick AC and
inspiring story of John McAvoy on the radio who, why?
with a history of criminality, a prison sentence and I have always liked KAC as a group as I find the
difficulties n his childhood found sport, success and people friendly and motivated. It is a group of
an ability and is now a leading triathlete. Tim Don, people who give their own time to try and create a
who fought so hard after a terrible accident to come club that promotes running in all terrain and
back and compete [Tim Don is an ironman triathlete weathers!
who was hit by a car and suffered a broken neck—
google “Man With The Halo” for a good film about it Who would you like to answer these questions
- Ed.], Jane Tomlinson who raised so much for next and why?
charity and made her family proud whilst being There are lots of people that I would like to hear
terminally ill. For me, it is not the elite that about… I’m most interested to hear from Cathy
influences and inspires me, although I do admire Colam if she is willing! Her story and experiences
that dedication and ability, but the awe lies with after her accident are amazing [Cathy had to relearn
those who achieve and run or bike despite to walk], and she is doing so well!
challenges. Maybe it is the social worker in me(!),
but everyone has their own reasons for coming to
sport at whatever level, and I think that is just great.
What are you most proud of?
In terms of my own sporting achievements, my
proudest moments are climbing Mera Peak, which I
did with James in 2010 for our honeymoon,
completing the channel swim with an amazing
group of people, and running the London
[marathon], as it is such an iconic race!
Do you have
strategies”?

any

particular

“nutritional

I am still practicing and learning with nutrition and
Thanks Emily! Best of luck fighting it out
fuel and never feel that I get it right! I tend to try
and stick with “real food” in training and fuel with with James for those training slots!
soreen or fruit bars etc., but in races I always end up
taking a gel or two—I’m continuing to learn what
works! I always drink squash which tastes
surprisingly amazing during exhausting long runs!
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PAGES FROM THE PAST
We all know that the Derwentwater 10 is the UK, if not the world’s best 10 miler (pay me later
Phil), but in 1992 word of the delights of the Derwent spread even to Russia!

“Dear sirs
Business and Sports Centre “DIVO” under the patronage of the Light Athletics Federation of
Russia can send a 3 members team including a leader-interpreter to take part in the
Derwentwater 10 Miles Race on the 1st of Novem
ber 1992.
We plan to include the following athletes:
•

•

Vladimir Afanasjev, 1968
•

P.B. 5000m—13.49.40 (Ireland-Russia Meet, July 1992)

•

15km—44.44 (5 pl. Pila Int. Road Race, Poland, Sept 1992)

•

21.1km—1.04.17 (3 pl. CIS Championship, July 1992)

Firia Soultanova (femme), 1961
•

P.B. 15km—48.15 (2pl. USSR Champ.—1990)

•

21.1km—1.12.05 (Winner of Soviet Trade
Unions Race, May 1992)

•

Mar. 2.34.10 (Winner of Russia National
Championship, 1992).

•

We would like to ask for accommodation and
nourishment during our stay. We also ask if it is
possible to cover our travel costs.
If you are interested in our proposal, please send us (by
fax) all the necessary information about your Race ad
possible financial terms of our reception.
Please do not hesitate to contact with us
With best regards”

Clearly whoever did the advertising that year had done
a sterling job!
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COUPLE OF THE MONTH
STEVE ANGUS AND ANDREW SLATTERY
STEVE
on
Slats

What is your partner’s most Won’t shave his legs
unappealing habit?

SLATS
on
Steve

Nowt, that’s why we get on

What is their favourite long I have never seen him eat – I Mouldy hula hoops
race food?
think he just absorbs clag
The one about how he finished
the Lakeland 100 despite
suffering a major debilitating
What is their most overtold injury/illness - every year he
story?
thinks of a new one.
Also numerous ones about all
the time he spent in Wetherspoons in the 90s.
How did you first meet?
On the internet – we were
Twitter friends for a while
before taking it to the next
level
What is their favourite race?
Old County Tops

Winning the Lakeland 50 back
in the day – what, you didn’t
know?!

What is their least favourite Tarmac-based ones
race?

Lakeland 100

Describe your partner in 3 Do. Not. Underestimate.
words

Obsessed. With. Blencathra

At the Teenage with Altitude
when novice fellrunner Steve
had an entire OS map attached
to his arm by rubber bands.
Borrowdale

What is the most idiotic thing We both fall into streams quite Setting off on a winter BGR
you’ve done together?
a lot
with Nick Ogden in two feet of
snow.
What would they say is your Slowing up to talk to lasses
Holding him up
worst habit when running?
Langdale - Grasmere - Helvellyn Into the V100 category at Old
Where do you see this rela- - Scafell Pike - Old man of Con- County Tops.
tionship going?
iston - Three shires stone –
Langdale
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NORTHERN WOLVES ABROAD:
A TRIP TO TROFEO VANONI
CHRIS ARTHUR
Trofeo Vanoni is a 3-stage relay race run annually
from the town of Morbegno in Northern Italy. The
race has run for 61 years and is disproportionate
well known in Britain due to its twinship with the
Snowdon race (Morbegno and Llanberis are also
twinned) where a team of the top finishers are sent
over to compete.

Lacking as we did any shared allegiances, we decided to procure the dodgiest vests we could as our
team kit. After some initial difficulties in the supply
chain, Sam was able to secure some appalling vests
and his partner Marie christened us ‘El Lupi del
Nord’, though the race organisers refused to
acknowledge us as anything other than ‘England’.

This year, as well as the official Snowdon team,
there were a number of other British contenders
with official teams from Wales, Scotland, Northern
Ireland, a nominally Inov-8 affiliated team and a
rabble of misfits who are to be the heroes of our
story. An original plan to enter a Keswick team unfortunately was devolved to the wider fell running
community due to a lack of interest, and so Sam
Stead and I were joined by Jack Wood of Ilkley Harriers. For some reason Jack is held in inexplicably
high regard by the Italian Mountain Running scene.
(I’m not disputing the fact that Jack is an excellent
runner and a lovely chap, but it’s not normal for
Italians to run up to you at the top of races in Germany (when Jack is at home),
brandishing a Yorkshire flag and
chanting ‘Jack Wood’ at you).

Morbegno is in the Valtellina valley, just East of
Lake Como and is a juxtaposition of a traditional
narrow cobbled streets and modern industry. It’s
surprisingly non-touristy but seems to come alive in
support of the race. The shopkeeper in the nearest
store to our Airbnb was delighted to learn we were
there to race, and Sam recruited a hairdresser and
his entourage as cheerleaders at the top of the
course whilst getting a trim the day before. The
commitment of the organisers to putting on the
best race possible is clear to see, with two blokes
spotted with leafblowers to clear off the course in
the preceding days.

El Lupi del Nord: L-R
Jack Wood, Chris Arthur,
Sam Stead
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The route itself is not a typical fell or mountain
race, winding steeply up from the town centre on a
mixture of roads, woodland paths and farm tracks,
to a hamlet up on the hillside, before plunging
equally steeply down treacherous cobbled pathways and short sections of muddy fields. It’s not the
most aesthetic of routes but its undeniably challenging and offers extensive opportunities for the
many supporters to spectate and cheer. It’s about
7.5km with 500m of ascent/descent.

Sam and Marie flew out on the Wednesday and
smugly inform me the weather was glorious at this
point. By the time I arrived it was hazy and cloudy,
and by Jack’s arrival on Saturday it was a monsoon.
We watched the river level gradually rise and begrudgingly accepted there would be no let up for
the race.

Sadly the weather kept it up for the rest of our stay
so we never really got to enjoy the best the area
had to offer. We spent our last night being lured to
the Scots Airbnb in the middle of a power cut
(which they neglected to tell us) where we were
exposed to a bizarre fancy dress parade orchestrated by Sarah McCormack. It’s really too weird to describe with words, so see the picture below.
Trofeo Vanoni is a justifiably classic Italian mountain
relay and well worth trying to slot into your calendars for future years. It’s a warm and welcoming
atmosphere and costs peanuts to fly there/hire car/
rent an Airbnb. It comes at a handy time of year at
the end of the October where the fell season is
drawing to a close and makes for a logical continuation to the Hodgson/FRA relays.

Jack led us out on the first leg, against the likes of
Chris Holdsworth and Joe Baxter, finishing in a solid
8th place. I took over for leg 2 and managed to
sneak past a couple of people, before passing on to
Sam who romped round the glory leg, casually holding off Sir Ben Mounsey to secure 5th place. This
netted us a trophy, a few hundred euros and a couple of bottles of wine which a local pizzeria kindly
let us open with our meal.
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Best 4 to count….

ROAD

FELL

24th Feb – Netherhall 10M

2nd March – Loopy Latrigg (AS)

7th May – Lowca 10K

10th April – Loughrigg (AS)

5th June – Carlisle Tri 10K

18th May – Fairfield (AM)

26th June – Maryport Prom 5K

15th June – Great Lakes Run (AL) *British and
English counter

29th Sept – Stoneybeck 10K
17th Nov – Brampton-Carlsile 10M (date
TBC)

11th August – Lowther fell race (CL) fully
marked
7th September – Grisedale Horseshoe (AM)

CLUB CHAMPIONS 2019
Men’s Road

Ladies’ Road

Sam Stead

Lindsey Walker

Men’s Fell

Ladies’ Fell

Carl Bell

Vic Haworth
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Jungle is Massive
Dan Haworth
Running into the jungle is face-your-fears decision. ‘Anaconda’ cemented my fear of snakes
through VHS in 1997. Scenes of man and giant sausage reptile play back through my head as I
scan the water and foliage for threat. It’s impossible to shake the image of body parts and slimy
shaft appearing and reappearing upon the hem of drowning, wrestling for the surface and for
survival. Now, as I waddle, wade and jump through the water for the first of perhaps forty times,
I am on the set of that very shit-show, aiming some miles into the unknown towards a distant waterfall.
For an hour of adrenaline-pumped running and clambering the one thought I have is ‘SNAKE!’
The cover is dense, tall and tropical trees reach all around for the light, which barely penetrates
to the floor somewhere below. Boulders obstruct, vines hang eerily low, and fifty shades of green
grow in every direction, with a path hardly identifiable within. The North of Thailand channels the
sticky and stuffy atmosphere of The Loft on a Saturday night, some thousands of miles from Keswick, but here it is the middle of the day, the heat is consuming, and the only drink available is a
cheap bottle of water with a picture of a tiger on it stuffed in the bottom of my bag.
Deeper, the overgrowth becomes ever more consuming as the reassurance of the familiar heat
and sunlight dissipates. Cooler. Darker.
‘WUUURUGHHGHGHG!”
A branch prangs at my leg Jaws of a beast.
‘F***! F***! f***. f***’ The weight of a monster caught on my foot
A pebble catches the top of a shoe lace.
Onwards and upwards, and the path climbs steep. Drenched shoes manage purchase, but the
slope’s aggressive angle puts the dangers of the jungle at eye-level; no longer just mystery beneath.
A single strike from the cobra and forever blind.
stranded
lost
alone

Bravely, I summon the strength to continue into the face of danger. It can’t be far now I hope,
trying to hear some signals that the waterfall is nearing. Crickets chirrup, the song of a hundred
exotic (no doubt deadly) birds sing hauntingly, and a heavy breath manages its breathing. Surviving.
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The path plugs away for some miles, where forgotten trees have fallen, and a wild waterway is winding.
Running is constantly interrupted by that bastard nature. Progress is laborious, like one huge humid
Eliminator round from Gladiators.
I run as if being chased.
Fueled by fright.
After what seems hours, the path begins to descend. But only briefly. I suspect the waterfall is nearing,
so foolishly I let my guard down a little too. Movement ahead. Freeze. Tall bamboo is snapped and
pushed aside by what must surely be the most powerful and noble of King Cobra.

I am motionless.
Rooted to the spot.
A slave very much inside another’s Kingdom.
Moist flora is urged apart with a glide and slippery slide. The glissading creature is getting so very close,
as my heart beats a crotchet then quaver rhythm on the inside of rib cage. Suddenly the beast appears...
A lone forty something white man in a Fat-Willys surf shack t-shirt, beige cargo shorts, and flip-flops
rounds a corner in the path. He has a very slight glossy sheen from perspiration.
‘Alright mate?’ He nonchalantly nods as an acknowledgement; greeting in a disinterested Warrington
drawl.
‘Oh....’ taken aback by the form in which my horrors had presented themselves, ‘Hi..’ I reply, my whimper barely audible over the Ibiza Cream Anthems compilation which pumps tinnily from the phone held
in his hand. He continues on his way, and so courageously must I.
Finally, the waterfall appears and sanctuary is found by the plunge pool below. Respite. Curiously, there
are more people than expected. A middle aged American with a droopy crotch wears loose Speedos
stamped with ‘MAMBO’ on the back in colourful letters - though for a moment I swear they read MAMBA. He chats idly with a young British couple on their first Adventure together, whilst sharing a packet of
Oreos. A pair of Aussie backpackers spend some serious time trying to fit the three consecutive towers
of cascading water and their two rotund bellies onto the screen of one small i-Pad, without getting it
wet. I take a moment to commend my own bravery, and assume the others must have found an easier
way in, for the gallantry which I demonstrated on that day is not such a common thing.
With a single, purposeful swig of water from bottle, extracted from my expedition supply pack, and a
turn on my heels, I head back around to make that same perilous journey back through that same perilous jungle.
Facing my fears.
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ABRAHAM’S TEASHOP ROUND
INFORMATION FROM RACHEL KEARNS
The brainchild of Keswick AC’s Jacob Tonkin whilst in the employment of George Fisher’s, the teashop
round is steadily developing it’s reputation as a classic long day out on the fells. Ticking off the fells visible
from the Abraham’s tearoom window and totalling at around 30ish miles and 12,000 ft, Keswick AC have
put it a sterling effort in setting the bar The wall of honour (apologies if anyone is missing) include:

Catherine Spurden (8:51)
Annabel Holmes, Dilys Riley, Lyn Thompson, Nicky Butler, Helen Winskill, Julie Carter, Jo
Gillyon, Trudy Beetham & Sam Ayers - (Fastest relay team—6.32)
Brennan Townsend - (2nd Time + 1st Winter Round—5.54)
Rachel Findlay Robinson (Winter round—10. 43)
Julie Carter (Winter round—8.58)

THE GOLDEN TEAPOT

Jules pulled up her pants without delay

Julie Carter

She’d followed instructions to ‘Pay and Display’.
And rough and long the High Stile Climb

A women’s team in yellow and gold
The Keswick nine, all bright and bold
All over forty, fast and fun

The Red Pike summit view was fine
Down blood- stained rocks the hell descent
Went on and on without relent.

Set out upon a T room run.
Till Buttermere where Trudy and Jo
At 8 am from Fisher’s door

Dilys and Annabel opened score
They legged it off at red hot speed
‘Steady now’, they would not heed
Through Portinscale and up Cat Bells

Up Hopegill Head were set to go
Eel Crag, Hobcarton, Grizdale Pike
On to Causey with a record in their sights
Rough bracken and heather down Rowling End
To Stoneyghyll to meet a friend.

And all resplendent were the fells.
Sam leapt up Barrow in a hop
At Newlands Lyn and Nicky took it on
And ran like rockets up Robinson
No time for chat but still with cheer
On Gatesgarth road they soon appeared
Where Jules and Helen were in shock
Scrambling on their shoes and socks.

And running down shed gloves and top
And on she sped at such a lick
We joined behind for the last bit,
With smoking shoes Sam led us home
To Fisher’s where with tea and scones

With smiles and hugs we glowed with pride
In golden vests with gold inside.
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Or, more accurately, your club newsletter needs you!
We really hope you enjoyed the revived Pacemaker! To make this a regular occurrence, WE
NEED CONTRIBUTIONS!
These can be race reports, scandalous rumours (keep it PG!), training tips, poems, cartoons,
fiction, gear reviews, design expertise(!)—(almost) anything goes!
Email, facebook message, send a pigeon, drop them off at training…. Get your stories to Rachel
F-R or Vic Haworth for inclusion in the next issue—hopefully in early summertime!
The Pacemaker is brought to you by Friday Night Pub Club T M
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